Using the GIRA.io online scoring program
for USAWE competitions
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USAWE has subscribed to the GIRO.IO online scoring and placing system, and we making it
available free of charge to people running USAWE licensed competitions.
There are several advantages to using the system:
•
•
•

•
•

It automatically provides results to USAWE in the exact format needed for year-end
point tracking, reducing the chance of error as we track people's scores across the year.
It reduces a lot of the clerical work -- once you 'configure' a show, you can print all the
scoresheets directly from the system, eliminating the need to hand-write (or type) the
show name, competitor information, and judge info. This can save a lot of time!
It helps reduce errors in scoring and placings. The system automatically adjusts scores
for coefficients and eliminates the need for an adding machine/tape. The system
automatically breaks ties in the different trials as well as the overall competition using
the rules for breaking ties in our rulebook.
Because placings are updated automatically as each competitor's scores are entered in
the system, it gives people instant access to information about their ride and helps
reduce the strain on the show office and staff.
Results for each trial as well as the overall results can be printed in a clear, easy-to-read
format, so that the Judge or TD can review them and sign off before you post them, as is
required in the rules.

It takes a little bit of getting used to at first, but once you've tried it, we think you'll become
huge fans. For the first show where you try it out, you might feel more comfortable if you do a
'dry run' where you continue to do the scoring/placing like you always have, but then add the
GIRA data entry alongside, to verify first-hand that you have everything working right.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. I'm here to help!
-Julie Alonzo, Secretary
Secretary@usawe.org
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Part I: Basic Info
1. All users (competition organizers and judges) can have a unique username and
password they can use to access the system to set up their WE events, enter scores, and
print paperwork. To request your username and password, please contact us by email at
competitions@usawe.org .
2. Although the GIRA.io system works very well, like all internet-based programs, its
functionality depends on having a strong, consistent internet connection. Because even
the best wireless networks sometimes have ‘hiccups’, we recommend that you always
use paper copies of the scoresheets for the scribe to use to record scores and
comments. This paper copy can then be handed to the scorer/show secretary, who will
enter the scores (but not the comments) into the GIRA.io system.
3. It takes approximately 1 minute to enter the results of each Dressage test, 30 seconds to
enter the results of each EOH test, and 10 seconds to enter the results of each Speed
test.

Part II: Setting up a Competition
1. A minimum of one week (7 calendar days) before your competition, write to
competitions@usawe.org to request that your competition be added to the system. To
set up your competition, we will need to know: physical address where competition will
take place, dates, start times (give your best guess for when you’re going to want to
begin Dressage, EOH, and Speed trials), judge name (if there is more than one judge,
indicate whether the judges will split their duties/judge different classes, or whether
they will be judging as part of a judge panel, together). If your competition has a specific
name you’d like us to use, please provide that as well.
2. Once we have added your competition to the database, we will email you back to let
you know that it’s ready for you to configure your start list, etc.
3. Make sure all athletes (horses and riders) have been entered into the database. If a
horse/rider combination is missing from the athletes list, or they are not on the list at
the level in which they will be competing at your event, add them. This is under the
Admin à Database à Athletes.
Membership & Horse numbers can be found at: usawe.org/membership/
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4. Go to ADMIN à Configuration. Select the competition you want to work on. Your first
step will be to assign dates and start times for each of your trials. You do this one trial at
a time.

Don’t worry about selecting anything under ‘Arena’ – that is a part of the system currently
under development. Be sure to save (click on the icon of green plus signal) after you’ve
configured each trial (otherwise your work will need to be re-done).
5. Once you’ve configured the tests, you will move to the next option, which is
“Participants”.
Use the Search box in the upper right side of your screen to enter the name of a horse
or rider (it’s a ‘smart’ search engine, so will begin to pull up possible matches as soon as
you start typing. Once the correct horse/rider (at the correct level) appears, simply click
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the box to the far left of their name and then hit the ‘save’ button on the bottom of the
screen (the old-school computer disk icon).

You will repeat this process until you have all your competitors “clicked in” to your
show. This is also where you will indicate what Division a horse/rider combo is entering.
The system uses the word “Circuit” to delineate Division. If you are offering, for
example, a class for juniors, amateurs, open, young horse, gaited horses, etc., you would
indicate that here when you are adding the competitors to the list of participants.
If you have a late entry, you can go back to this screen at any time (even while your
competition is going on) and add competitors to the line-up.
6. The next step is to configure the Judges for your event. This part is simple. Just click on
the link for Judges, select the trial (Dressage first, then EOH, then Speed, then – if
offered—Cows), and click on the box next to the Judge’s name, indicate their position
(“C” is most common), indicate if they are the President of the Jury (if there is only one
judge, select “Y”, for “Yes”, if there is more than one judge, select either “Y “ for “Yes”
or “N” for “No”, then scroll to the bottom of the page and select whether you want to
apply this same judge for all the levels (“Save it for ALL levels”) or only for the level you
have selected in an earlier step (“Only for the level”) . Even though judges are not
normally sitting for EOH and Speed, use the same “Position” letter you used for the
dressage trial; this helps the system keep track of individual judges’ scores as they are
entered.
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7. Your next step is to configure the scoresheets for EOH. To do this, you will need to add
the obstacles, in the order in which they are used. This is an easy process. You just select
the obstacle from a drop-down menu that will appear when you click on the button for
“New Obstacle” and ‘insert’ them in the order in which they will appear on your course.
You’ll need to configure the obstacle list for each Level, but if they are the same, it’s
super easy – you can opt to have the list “apply to all levels”. If they differ, you can
“apply to just this level.” It’s also possible to re-arrange the order in which the obstacles
are listed using “drag and drop” by clicking on the obstacle, and then dragging it to the
place where you’d like to move it. Be sure to Save Changes before you move on.

8. For Speed, all you need to enter is the total number of obstacles (not the obstacle
names) and – if you have the Skewer a Ring obstacle, the # used for the obstacle where
the rider deposits the pole (if it’s the fifth obstacle in, you would code it as #5). When
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it’s time to enter the Speed scores, you “+10” if the person catches the ring, and the
computer will automatically do a reverse score and remove the ten seconds from the
time.

9. The final step in configuring your competition is creating the start list. You can either do
this the “quick and dirty” way (which will activate the online scoring system, but will
require your scribes to search for each rider/horse combo from the full list of those
entered in the system for their class), or you can take the time to create a start list that
will be super accurate (by using the ‘drag and drop’ features included in the system).
Both work.

10. Once you’ve created the Start List for each of your trials, you can print the scoresheets
with the rider, horse, and judge name pre-printed on them. To print, go to “Admin” and
select “Reports à Evaluation”, then select the scoresheets you want to print, download
them as a PDF, and send them to your printer.
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11. It’s a good idea to verify that all the information is ready to go before the competition
day arrives. To do this, simply go to the Evaluation option at the top of the gira.io
system, select your competition, select Dressage, then Level, then competitor, etc. to
verify that your list of competitors looks accurate. If you forgot any steps above, then
you will be unable to see the data entry screens. Please keep in mind that these are LIVE
data entry screens and that if you open any up to verify their existence, you SHOULD
NOT enter any scores / hit “save” before you’re doing so with actual scores on the day
of the competition.

Part III: Entering Scores During the Competition
1. Be sure that the person doing your data entry (your “scorer”) has the web address,
username, and password written down in case they need to log back on. Remember to
have both paper copies of the scoresheets and the online system ready to use.
2. Log on to the system, and go to the EVALUATION tab at the top of the page.
3. Select the Competition, then Phase (Dressage, EOH, Speed), Level, Judge, and then the
Competitor. Once you’ve done this, the data entry screen should appear. If you want to
be able to see directives (for dressage) and/or enter comments online, click on the little
green “+” symbol near the top of the screen – this will ‘open up’ the directives and
comment boxes.
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4. Enter scores (and comments if desired). Once all movements and collectives have been
scored, hit the “Done” button at the bottom of the screen. A box will appear on the
screen with the total number of points earned as well as the percentage (score). Write
this info on the paper copy of the score sheet, indicating that the calculations are
finished.
5. Click on the “Top” button to be taken back to the top of the page. There, select the next
competitor, and repeat the process.
6. Scores can be entered on a computer, tablet, or even a smart phone (although the small
screen on a smart phone makes it more challenging).
7. The placings are automatically updated as each new competitor’s scores are entered in
the system.
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8. When it’s time to enter the Speed scores, you “+10” if the person catches the ring, and
the computer will automatically do a reverse score and remove the ten seconds from
the time.
9. If someone scores a ‘0’ on an obstacle, first click anywhere on the number line to let
the system know that you want to enter a score for that movement, and then select the
“0” option.

Part IV: Printing Results
Although people can log on and see the results at any time by going to gira.io and selecting
your competition from the list of available WE competitions, you still need to print the results
for each trial so the judge or TD can review and sign off on them, and – once this is done – so
you can post them.
Printing the results from the individual trials will provide you with the percentages earned.
Printing the General Results provides you with the points earned and subsequent placings, but
doesn’t include the percentages – for this reason, you should print and post both.
Remember that results must be posted no more than two hours from the end of the class, and
posting sooner is better.
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Part V: Print-ready Informational Sheet to Post at Competitions
We recommend printing/posting the final page of this user’s guide at any competition where
you are using the gira.io system to help people find the results as they are entered. Please note
that people do not see the individual scores for movements/obstacles/collectives. Instead, they
see the final percentages, placings, and points earned toward the overall results.
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SHOW RESULTS AVAILABLE IN REAL TIME!

Go to: gira.io (use an internet browser on your phone, etc.)
Select the language for display by clicking on the flag in the upper right corner of the website/
Click on COMPETITIONS

Select the USAWE Competition you want to see.
When that opens, click on the RESULTS link

Select the Division (Open, Junior, Schooling), then the Level (Introductory – Masters)
Then the Trial (Dressage, EOH, Speed, General – Overall standings as each trial finishes)
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